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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
DALLAS DIVISION
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION,

§
§
§
Plaintiff,
§
§
v.
§
§
STANFORD INTERNATIONAL BANK, §
LTD., et al.,
§
§
Defendant.
§

Civil Action No. 3:09-CV-298-N

ORDER
This Order addresses the Receiver and the Examiner’s joint motion regarding coin and
bullion assets (the “joint motion”) [654]. The Receiver and Examiner seek leave to dispose
of six categories of assets held by Stanford Coin and Bullion (“SCB”) in various ways,
described below. The Court grants the joint motion as to assets in categories 1, 2, 3(b), 4,
and 5. The Court defers judgment as to assets in categories 3(a) and 6.
1. Category One Assets. ― Category 1 assets consist of coins and bullion that have
been individually marked and stored for 147 SCB customers. The Receiver and Examiner
seek leave to release all category 1 SCB accounts except for one, which belongs to Michael
Asmer.1 The Court grants the joint motion with regard to category 1 assets.

1

Asmer has an account with Pershing LLC through which Stanford CD proceeds
flowed. The Receiver seeks to hold Asmer’s SCB account for the time being because his
Pershing account contains insufficient funds to cover CD proceeds, which the Receiver seeks
to recover in a separate action pending before this Court. See Janvey v. Alguire et al., Civil
Action No. 09-CV-724 (N.D. Tex. filed Apr. 20, 2009)
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2. Category Two Assets. ― Category 2 assets consist of coins and bullion present at
SCB that have been marked for delivery to approximately 70 customers, who have paid in
full. The joint motion seeks leave to release these assets to the customers who purchased
them. The Court grants the joint motion with regard to category 2 assets.
3. Category Three Assets. ― Category 3 assets consist of cash in the amount of
approximately $500,000, which was received by SCB from 26 customers for coin and bullion
orders. No coins or bullion have been marked for delivery to these customers, and SCB does
not have coins and bullion on hand to complete the transactions. There are two subcategories
of category 3 customers. Category 3(a) customers are those whose payments SCB received
before the Receiver’s appointment. The joint motion seeks to reject category 3(a) customers’
contracts and make them unsecured creditors of the estate. The Court defers judgment at this
time as to category 3(a) customers. Category 3(b) customers are those whose payments SCB
received after the Receiver’s appointment. The joint motion seeks to return category 3(b)
customers’ funds. The Court grants the joint motion as to category 3(b) customers.
4. Category Four Assets. ― Category 4 assets consist of coins and bullion held for
customers who have not yet paid in full for their purchases. The joint motion seeks leave to
reject these contracts and liquidate the coins and bullion for the benefit of the receivership
estate. The Court grants the joint motion as to category 4 assets.
5. Category Five Assets. ― Category 5 assets consist of coins and bullion stored by
SCB as inventory for potential sale to customers. The joint motion seeks leave to liquidate
these assets on behalf of the estate. The Court grants the joint motion as to category 5 assets.
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6. Category Six Assets. ― Category 6 assets consist of coins and bullion held by the
Receiver that were purchased by another entity owned by R. Allen Stanford or other
Defendants. The joint motion seeks leave to dispose of the assets pursuant to a procedure
explained in the motion. See Joint Mot. Regarding Coin and Bullion [654], at 10-11. The
Court defers judgment at this time as to category 6 assets.

Signed January 5, 2010.

_________________________________
David C. Godbey
United States District Judge
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